Here Come the Holidays!
2019 Thanksgiving Parade Vacations
Now is the time to book our fantastic vacations to view the Thanksgiving Parade
in New York City! The City is decked out for the holidays and everyone, locals
and visitors alike, is in a festive mood.
Our famous Thanksgiving Parade viewing parties are the BEST way to see the world's most famous
parade! Choose indoor events with wide, expansive window views, or outdoor sidewalk view - either
way, you can fulfill your "bucket list" dream as you watch the floats, balloons, bands and celebrities
march right in front of you!

Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree Lighting Party
You can be special guests inside Rockefeller Center at an exclusive cocktail
party as the famed Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree is lit! Brasserie
Ruhlmann is the location for this unique NYCVP event, just steps from the
tree. You can mingle along with locals and visitors from around the world as hors d'oeuvres are passed
throughout the elegant Brasserie located in the center of Rockefeller Plaza. Step outside to the private
patio reserved just for this event - for a view of the Christmas Tree in all its holiday splendor.

New Year's Eve Times Square Ball Drop Vacation
Sure to be the party of a lifetime! As New Year's Eve Times Square revelers
stand in the cold, shoulder to shoulder from 42nd Street all the way up to
Central Park, you will be overlooking them at an exclusive party right in the
middle of it all - high above with a view of the city lights, the celebration and of course, the Times
Square Ball Drop. Towering 23 stories above the million or so partiers on 7th Avenue and Broadway
below, you'll enjoy an open bar, hors d'oeuvres, buffet stations and desserts, DJ dance music and the
view to end all views At midnight, the ball drop, fireworks and confetti will create the perfect backdrop
scenery for welcoming in the New Year in Times Square.

All New York City Hotel-Inclusive Vacation Packages Include All These Features - up to $76
per person value!
Accommodations at Your Choice of Hotels All State and Local Hotel Taxes Admission to Your Choice of The American Museum
of Natural History, Museum of the City of New York or a Circle Line Harbor Cruise Admission to Your Choice of the Empire State
Building Observatory, Metropolitan Museum of Art or Top of the Rock Observation Deck Shopping Discounts at Macy’s,
Bloomingdale’s, Century 21 and The Shops at Columbus Circle Manhattan and Midtown NYC Concierge Map Exclusive NYCVP
Insider Tips 24-Hour Emergency Travel Assistance Personal Vacation Planning Assistance $25 Discount off Your Next NYCVP
Vacation No-Worry Document Delivery Optional Affordable Travel Insurance

